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•
•
•
•

What resilience is;
What risk factors/processes are;
What protective resources are; and
How resilience can be enhanced through
Life Orientation
• The Pathways to Resilience Research
Project in the Thabo Mofutsanyana District
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WHAT IS RESILIENCE?

• Resilience is a context-specific term that is not easy
to define;
• However, there is agreement that resilience is:
• positive outcomes despite the experience of
adversity/difficulties;
• continued positive or effective functioning in adverse
circumstances, and/or
• recovery after significant trauma;
• the phenomenon of someone doing well in contexts
where the circumstances confronting this person
would typically predict poor developmental
outcomes.
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• Resilience is a dynamic process, rather than
a fixed attribute or characteristic as previously
thought;
• Resilience in children depends on
what is built inside them AND on what is
built around them;
• Individuals are not considered resilient if they
have never been exposed to significant risk or
threat that threatened to derail their
development;

• Only when such threat or risk is present, and
overcome, does the notion of resilience come
into play.
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WHAT ARE RISK PROCESSES
• The term, risk refers to individual and
environmental factors or processes that
combine to increase the individual’s
likelihood of negative developmental
outcomes.
• Note that risks are context specific too

Examples Follow
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SOCIAL ECOLOGY (RELATIONSHIPS)

PERSONAL OR INDIVIDUAL LEVEL
•

Difficult personality;

•

Biological make-up (disability);

•

Low birth-weight;

•

Poor memory;

•

Low intelligence;

•
•

•
•
•

•

Lack of assertiveness;

•

Poor sense of humour;

•

Low frustration tolerance

•

poor family functioning or
discord,

familial psychiatric

•

parental harshness,

problems,

•

child abuse;

chronic and profound social

•

unemployment;

stressors,

•

parental alcoholism;

•

low socio-economic status,

•

divorce;

•

low academic

•

parental death;

•

lack of positive role models;

Low self esteem;
Poor self image;

inability to maintain healthy
relationships;

achievements by parents,
•

teenage pregnancy;

•

domestic violence;

•

parental illness;

•

parentified youth;
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COMMUNITY LEVEL
•

armed conflict,

•

crime;

•

forced migration,

•

gang activity;

•

environmental degradation

•

availability of weapons;

and exploitation;

•

availability of drugs;

lack of resources, e.g.

•

discrimination;

•

overcrowding;

•

noise levels;

infrastructure, etc,

•

HIV/AIDS;

•

violence;

•

single parent homes;

•

bullying;

•

mocking by peers;

•

libraries, health-care,
social, security, housing,
electricity, water, road
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CONTEXTUAL RISKS

CULTURAL LEVEL
• lack of cultural groundedness;
• Lack of a life philosophy coupled to a religion;
• Not knowing where one comes from

Note that these risks can have a cumulative effect....☺
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WHAT ARE PROTECTIVE RESOURCES?
Processes (also context-specific) that interact with
risk processes in ways that may decrease the risk
itself, moderate the effects of the risk and augment or
strengthen coping ability
EXAMPLES FOLLOW
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INDIVIDUAL
•

Sense of humour;

•

Sense of autonomy;

•

Assertiveness;

•

Decision-making ability;

•

Self-esteem;

•

Self efficacy;

•

Confidence;

•

Tenacity/perseverance;

•

Positive self image;

•

Academic achievement;

•

Ability to form positive

•

Feeling of adequacy;

relationships;

•

•

Ability to problem-solve;

•

RELATIONSHIPS
•

Sense of belonging;

•

Family routine;

•

Emotional support;

•

Family traditions;

•

Peer support;

•

Quality of parenting;

•

Connection to significant

•

Birth-spacing;

adult/s;

•

Recognition;

•

Meaningful attachments;

Sense of control;

•

Sense of being lovable;

•

Caring supportive parent/s;

•

Sense of acceptance;

•

Achievement orientation;

•

Social competence;

•

Parental encouragement;

High intelligence;

•

Having role models;

•

Meaningful rights of passage; •

Parental recognition of

•

Internal locus of control;

•

Empathy;

•

Praise;

achievements;

•

Self-knowledge;

•

Gender;

•

Unconditional acceptance

•

Creative thinking;

•

Optimism;

•

High motivation;

•

•

Trusting relationships

;

Hope
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COMMUNITY
• Feeling of safety and
security;
• Housing;
• Health-care;
• Social services;
• Education;
• Infrastructure;
• Equality;

•
•
•
•

CULTURE

Cultural groundedness (e.g. ubuntu);
Religion
Having a life philosophy;
Knowing where one comes from;
Protective resources combine to mediate the effects of
risks….☺
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ENHANCING RESILIENCE THROUGH LIFE
ORIENTATION
•

Health education;

•

•

Assertiveness training;

•

•

Financial planning;

•

HIV/AIDS prevention;

•

Self-awareness;

•

Human rights;

•

Entrepreneurship;

•

Coping with loss and
trauma;

•

Coping with failure;

•

Coping with loneliness;

•

Coping with diversity;

•

Strength-based intervention

Stress management;
Countering prejudice and
sexism;

•

Coping with peer pressure;

•

Drug and alcohol education;

•

Coping with rejection;

•

Countering exploitation;

•

Coping with divorce;

•

Positive relationship
formation;

•

Coping with grief;

•

Study methods;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coping with depression;
Coping with change;
Coping with anxiety;
Coping with anger;
Conflict resolution;
Healthy communication;
Ability to co-operate;
Goal-setting;
Decision-making skills;
Group skills;
Thinking skills;
Job-search skills;

•
•
•
•
•

Problem-solving;
Self-employment;
Sexuality education;
Time management;
Value and interest
clarification;
• Coping with frustration;
• Social competence;
• I know that you can add
more ☺

DEVELOPING HEALTH-PROMOTING SCHOOLS
• Develop school policies that support well-being;
• Create supportive environments for teaching and
learning to occur;
• Strengthen community participation in the school;
• Develop personal skills of members of the school;
• Provide access to and co-ordinate support services;
• Develop engaging schools;
• Proactively support vulnerable learners, e.g.
– Abuse victims;
– Child-headed households
– Destitute children
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THE PATHWAYS TO RESILIENCE IN T.M.D.
• Initiated by M. Ungar (PhD) and colleagues
(Dalhousie University-Halifax-Canada);
• A series of international studies partnering
countries that include Canada, China, Colombia,
New Zealand and South Africa;
• Funded by:
– Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council (SSRC) (Canada)
– International Development Research Centre
(IDRC) (non(non-Canadian Countries)
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BROAD RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. What does a successful young person look
like across cultures and contexts?
2. What formal service and informal support
ecologies are likely to foster resilience?
3. What are the similarities and differences in
patterns of indigenous (local) service
provision across cultures and contexts, and
do these patterns influence the successful
development of children and youth?

4. What would locally designed interventions
look like that facilitate coordinated service
delivery
and
promote
resilience
(citizenship, prosociality, safety, etc.) for
youth exposed to significant risk associated
with their social and physical ecologies?
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
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WHAT A RESILIENT CHILD LOOKS LIKE HERE
•

The analysis of interviews yielded a nascent answer to how
resilient youths can be described in South Africa

•

For example, a resilient local youth is one who:
– demonstrated

a resilient personality

(flexibility, being

solution-focused, determination, assertiveness and good
communication skills);

active support systems;
had the capacity to accept current challenges;
made educational progress;
had the capacity to dream; and
exhibited valuevalue-driven behavior

– had
–
–
–
–

WHAT RESILIENT YOUNG PEOPLE TELL US
• Have supportive teachers, e.g.
“I would like to thank my primary to the secondor [sic]
teachers for taking me to the light. It was’nt [sic] about them I
would have been a futureless child with no idea of what the
world have for me” (FR-125).

• schools as gateways to the future:
“School had helped me to cope with my life because it makes
me to be concent [sic] of myself and future, and it makes me
to be happy about today, because problems of today are not
for me to cry about but are my opportunities to create
changes in the world I am living in today”

FR-413
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• Schools offer opportunities for positive social
interactions:
“Working as a team has helped me to do well in my life up
to so far. And I think it will also be the best method of how
to study until I finish my Matric, and not only my Matric but
also when I go to the University, Technicon, College, etcetera. [sic]”. FR 98

SERVICE-USE PATTERN
• Health-care services-facilitated by schools
• Social services-facilitated by schools
• Educational services-connects learners to
other services
• Cultural and spiritual services-mediated by
families

"... to kill yourself it is not the solution, you have so many
people who can help you ..." (FR-412).
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WORDS TO REMEMBER

THE FIRST RULE IS:

In life there are only two important
rules
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THE SECOND RULE IS:

ALWAYS REMEMBER RULE NUMBER
ONE ☺

Laban also said:
“May the Lord keep an eye on
us while we are separated
from each other…”
Genesis 31:49
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